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NET INSIGHT COMPANY OVERVIEW

Net Insight’s customers are leading global and 
major national network operators, broadcasters and 
service providers such as EBU, The Switch, Telenor, 
GlobeCast, TATA Communications, ESPN, Hibernia 
Networks, AR-SAT, ESPN, KPN Broadcast Services, 
ZDF, CCTV, TV Globo, Korea Telecom, SRG SSR, WDR 
and Swisscom Broadcast and at major live events such 
as the Olympics and the FIFA World Cup.

Broadcast & Media Network
The Nimbra platform delivers cost-efficient transport of 
compressed and uncompressed video signals, and deals 
with broadcasters’ production, contribution and distri-
bution. Over optical, private and public IP networks, TV 
and production companies can exchange high-quality 
content in real-time for a low cost, and independent of 
geographical distance. Net Insight helps service provid-
ers to be competitive in segments like B2B media dis-
tribution and production, and cloud-based offerings 
like coding, transcoding and storage hosting. For some 
time, Net Insight has driven the trend towards remote 
production and workflows. For production companies, 
digitalization and usage of media-centered networks 
brings new opportunities for improved productivity and 
lower operating expenses. Networks become an integra-
ted component of production and workflows, which will 
probably result in continued virtualization and the intro-
duction of cloud services. 

Digital Terrestrial Network
Digital TV offers superior image and sound quality and 
allows viewers more alternatives than analog technol-
ogy. The transition to digital terrestrial networks also 
frees up more frequencies for mobile applications like 
wireless broadband. For operators, the new technology 
offers lower operating expenses and the capacity to of-
fer more TV channels and new services. Nimbra-based 
DTT networks not only offer access to national TV distri-

bution, but also support supplementary services such 
as contribution for TV and radio, radio broadcasts and 
mobile backhaul. Net Insight can facilitate DTT operator 
transitions to becoming multi-service operators.

Precision and security with Time Transfer 
The Nimbra platform’s time transfer function is an at-
tractive product benefit that has sharpened Net Insight’s 
competitiveness as a provider of equipment for terres-
trial digital TV networks. It offers an integrated synchro-
nization solution between transmission towers without 
utilizing expensive and vulnerable GPS receivers. The 
Nimbra platform’s technology enables high-precision 
and secure synchronization direct over TV networks. 

Cable and IPTV Network
The biggest advantage of the Nimbra platform for ca-
ble and IPTV players is that it can deliver high QoS 
with effective utilization of bandwidth. Utilizing Net In-
sight’s award-winning solutions for lossless transport 
of uncompressed and compressed video (JPEG 2000) 
content can be delivered to head-ends with unsurpas-
sed quality. This enhanced quality means operators 
can use lower transmission capacity over the final link 
to the end-user, simultaneous with improving image 
quality. The capacity freed up by using lower trans-
mission capacity can then be allocated to other busi-
ness-driving services, like broadband. Which is a signi-
ficant income source for cable TV operators at present.

Apart from offering end-customers better image 
quality, cable and IPTV providers can also become 
more competitive by offering end-customers more TV 
content. Net Insight enables a lower cost of content 
contribution compared to satellite, for example, be-
cause images can now be transmitted reliably over the 
Internet.

SIMPLIFYING NETWORK COMPLEXITIES

Net Insight delivers 100% QoS and media service awareness for Broadcast, IP media, 
Digital Terrestrial TV and CATV/IPTV networks.
Net Insight’s products ensure efficient transport of video, voice and 
data services in terrestrial communication networks without loss of 
quality. Optimal use of network capacity allows new revenue-generat-
ing video services such as HDTV, digital TV and video-on-demand to 
be launched and delivered simultaneously with voice and data traffic. 
All is delivered with 100 percent Quality of Service .

Net Insight’s products mean lower capital expenditures, shorter payback 
periods and lower total cost of ownership compared with competition.  
Net Insight’s solutions span the globe − reaching 200 customers in 
60 countries. Customers are broadcast and media companies, net-
work owners and telecom operators, cable TV and IPTV providers.
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BUSINESS VALUE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE
Telecommunications and media are finally 
 becoming fully integrated. More content than 
ever before is being produced and the volume 
continues to grow. Transporting and deliver-
ing this content requires real-time Quality of 
Service networks that ensure signal fidelity re-
gardless of volume. This is where the Nimbra 

platform shines. 
Net Insight’s Nimbra™ technology maximiz-
es the efficiency of bandwidth utilization for
video traffic, guaranteeing full quality video 
and other mission-critical traffic throughout 
the network, even at full load. QoS allocation 
ensures end-to-end service integrity.

•  Ensuring 100% QoS and service 
integrity

•  Reducing cost and complexity
•  End-to-end media network solution
•  Efficient on-demand multicast 
 provisioning
•  Embedded performance monitoring
•  Simplicity
•  One integrated box
•  GPS independence
•  Any media over any type of               

infrastructure

AT IBC 2014: CUSTOMER SELF-PROVISIONING, 8K TRANSPORT & NIMBRA OT 100

Customer Self-Provisioning
At IBC 2014, Net Insight will discuss how its Nimbra Media Switch 
Router (MSR) technology offers broadcasters and content owners 
the opportunity to self-provision media services in advance, from 
one location to another, without the involvement of an operator, as 
well as how operational costs can be lowered while providing the 
unique flexibility, control and pay-per-minute services that broad-
casters have come to rely on.
 
Live 8K Ultra HD Transport
As broadcasters begin to look beyond 4K and switch their at-
tention to 8K formats, as they seek to bring more value-added 
services and higher quality content to customers, Net Insight 

will debut its solution for 8K UHDTV signals to be transport-
ed over commonly available IP infrastructure, at IBC 2014. 
 
Nimbra OT 100        
Net Insight’s new Nimbra OT 100, in combination with the compa-
ny’s Nimbra 600 series of Media Switch Routers (MSRs), provides 
100G transport capacity over a single fiber or wavelength to sup-
port distributed live 4K and 8K UHDTV productions. This provides 
broadcasters and media operators with seamless network capac-
ity improvements from today’s 10G and 40G to 100G, without the 
need to for extensive upgrades, ensuring networks are prepared to 
handle both current and future requirements.

2014 Cable Spotlight Product of 
the Year Award - Net Insight’s 
Nimbra VA 220 won as “Product 
of the Year Award” for its contri-
bution to the advancement of ca-
ble technology solutions
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THE NIMBRA PLATFORM: 
The Nimbra MSR is designed for real-time 
QoS media Networks. The Nimbra platform 
delivers lossless routing, QoS enhanced links 
making IP media networks service aware. 

NET INSIGHT - THE AWARD-WINNING COMPANY
Net Insight’s Nimbra VA 210 was awarded in 
Broadband Technology Report’s prestigious 
2013 Diamond Technology Reviews and re-
ceived a special “Honorable Mention” for prod-
ucts that show a unique usefulness and pur-
pose, or technological advance. 
 
In 2012 Net Insight was awarded with CSI High-
ly Commended Award for the Service Aware 

Media Network (SAMN) solution. Net Insight 
has previously won the CSI Award twice. 
 
Net Insight also won the SCTE 2012 Techno-
logical Innovation Award in the category “Best 
Broadband Network Transmission Solution”.


